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CHAIR JOHNSON: . .(gavel). . . Good afternoon. The Economic Development, Agriculture and
Recreation Committee of June 4, 2009 will come to order. Thank you, Members, for being here
this afternoon. I really appreciate your attendance. For the public's information, we have in
attendance this afternoon our Vice-Chair Sol P. Kaho'ohalahala.
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VICE-CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Good afternoon, Chair.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you for your attendance. Member Baisa is excused. Member Molina is
here.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Good afternoon, Madam Chair.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you very much for your attendance. And Member Pontanilla is also here.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Aloha.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you. Thank you. And Member Nishiki is not a voting Member but thank
you also for your attendance. We have in addition Staff members who are in attendance this
afternoon who support our Committee. We have Mr. Lance Taguchi and Ms. Tammy Frias.
From the Corporation Counsel Office Mr. Jeffrey Ueoka, and we have from Administration
Tamara Horcajo, Parks Director; and Pat Matsui, Parks Planning. And in the audience we have
Captain Charles Hirata from the Maui Police Department. Thank you very much for attending
this afternoon's meeting.
Before we begin, I would respectfully ask that everyone turn off their pagers, cell phones or turn
them to vibrate so that we don't have disruptions. I appreciate that. The other thing I would say
is that we have a very relatively small agenda this afternoon, and I'm hoping that we can
accommodate, and I'm not sure how many testifiers we're going to have, but right now we have
just only two people signed up to testify.
ITEM NO. 9: INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT RELATING TO ADDITIONAL
TENNIS COURTS AT THE LAHAINA CIVIC CENTER (LAHAINA)
(C.C. No. 09-77)

CHAIR JOHNSON: Members, having looked at your agenda, the first item on our agenda is EAR-9
which is the INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT RELATING TO ADDITIONAL
TENNIS COURTS AT THE LAHAINA CIVIC CENTER IN LAHAINA. And this is in regard
to County Communication No. 09-77, from the Director of Parks and Recreation transmitting a
proposed bill to authorize the Mayor to enter into a License Agreement with the State
Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the use of 1.859 acres within the Villages of Leialii,
Village 1, Phase 1B, to construct, operate, and maintain four additional tennis courts and a
parking facility at the Lahaina Civic Center.
Members, if there's no objection, I will ask the audience before we take this first item up if they
wish to testify on something, I believe that the testifiers are here for the next item which is
EAR-11. So, are any you having to leave immediately before we take up this other issue? If you
can stay that's fine. All right. So, we will keep the floor open for public testimony then on that
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particular item. And there's no one signed up to testify on the first item that we have, so the first
order of business will be to hear the explanation and basically the overview of the item before us
from our Parks Director, Ms. Tamara Horcajo. Ms. Horcajo.
MS. HORCAJO: Thank you very much, Committee Chair Johnson and Members of the Committee, for
bringing this item up on the agenda. It is a timely issue for us as the courts are currently under
construction. So, we are requesting your approval of this bill to authorize our agreement
between the County and the State and Department of Hawaiian Home Lands. The County
obtained approval from the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands in August of 2007 for a license
for approximately 1.8 acres in order to proceed with the design of our four tennis courts and
parking lot.
In that agreement, in-kind services from our County, our Department includes the construction of
a approximately 800 foot vinyl fence along the edge of the subdivision between the tennis court
area, two pedestrian gates, as well as replacing signage along the roadway for the Leialii
Parkway. The Department apologizes for the lateness in this request coming to you for approval;
however, there were, all the documents are now in order and it has been some time that this has
come to your attention. So, we would appreciate your assistance.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you, Tamara. Corporation Counsel, do you have any comments on the
revised agreements that are before us?
MR. UEOKA: No, Chair, not at this time. If you have any questions I'm more than willing to answer
them. Thanks.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you. And, Mr. Matsui, did you have anything additional to add?
MR. MATSUI: No, not at this time. No.
CHAIR JOHNSON: All right. Thank you. Members, the floor is now open for questions either of
Corporation Counsel, Ms. Horcajo or Mr. Matsui.
VICE-CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Chair.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Member Kaho'ohalahala, first.
VICE-CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. Thank you, Chair. You know what I had raised, and, and
this issue obviously had been before the previous Councils so I'm just getting up to snuff. And I,
I did ask the Chair of the Committee in light of Hawaiian Home Lands if whether or not they
were part of the discussion in terms of this. . .you know this easement to Hawaiian Homes
properties. And then secondly, was the fact that there is really no facility for recreation currently
in the Leialii Subdivision, and it was something that had been expressed by that community. So,
can you help me understand where the discussions have been, you know, and, and give me an
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idea of the history of this so that it's clear to me that the, the involvement of the, of the
Department and the, the community has been a part of these discussions.
MR. MATSUI: During the course of our SMA hearings, there's, there's a notification requirement
where people within 500 feet of the development were notified of this SMA. And at that time,
the Vice-Chairman of the Villages of Leialii Board, which was newly formed, objected to the
SMA because they wanted to see a playground. Because Phase I of the Villages did not include
any park and I think there was like 104 units that was developed there. So, we met with them
and they wanted to put something on our site, on the area that, that we had, that we were asking
for. We're building four courts and, and a parking lot. And, and their suggestion was, well, not
do one of the courts and, and. . .but, you know, when we looked, when we talked to them, one, it
was kind of late in game. The contract had already been awarded. Two, the site was not really a
good site for a playground. You know, the site is more related to the Civic Center. Whenever
there's large functions you're going to have a lot of cars, a lot of people outside of the area
coming to that area. And, and, you know, from a playground perspective it's not good place for
little kids to be running around and then you have all these other people.
So, we convinced them that, you know, and, and then we looked on the site. And, and, you
know, trying to shoehorn a playground in that, in that area was, was not a good idea. There was
also access problems getting from the Villages, you know, the homeowners in the area to the
Civic Center site. As you know that, I don't know if you're familiar with it but Villages of
Leialii has several phases. The first phase is, there's a parkway that runs from the intersection
where the post office is, that traffic light, and it runs pretty much all the way up through the
middle of the subdivision. Phase I is to the right of the, to the right that would be. . .south of the
parkway. Phase II is, is to the left of the parkway and they have preliminary plans for that, but
they haven't started the actual engineering for it. And above our tennis site, you know, earlier we
had consulted with Hawaiian Homes on their plans and our tennis courts did not impact their
Phase II.
Okay. So, anyway, going back to, to Phase I, you know, when the Parkway is developed it's
going to be four lanes. It's a divided two-lane roadway. So, and, and they agreed that, that, you
know, crossing, for the kids to cross over that to get to some, a playground on, on the opposite
side, the north side of that, you know, it was not a good idea. So, we've met with them and, and
they kind of, we kind of identified an area above but on the same side of the Leialii Parkway to
do but, you know, that would be a future project. It does involve State lands and Hawaiian
Homes Lands but, you know, it's something that we said, you know, we'd support them on but
would be. . .it's not an immediate kind of thing 'cause, you know, money would have to be
appropriated. We'd have to deal with securing the land. But when we went out there, physically,
there is a pretty flat area that, that we could build a pretty nice playground on that area.
And we were also encouraging DHHL when they plan Phase II which would be above the Civic
Center to put in some kind of mini-park or playground where the, the residents in that area can
use the playground. So, you know, it's, it's an ongoing discussion kind of thing. And they
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withdrew their objections and, and agreed we'd work together with them on a long-term solution
to a playground. So, earlier we did go to the board, that Hawaiian Homes Commission Board,
and they did approve it, the license. One of the conditions was that part of the Executive Order
that we have from the State for the existing tennis courts includes the area where the extension of
that Leialii Parkway to connect on to the, that intersection, that existing intersection with, with
the light and that area in front of the post office. So, part of that was that we would support them
in relinquishing that to, to DHHL so they can extend that Leialii Parkway to meet to, to the
existing intersection.
There was also, there's a Civic Center, Lahaina Civic Center sign that we agreed that they would
remove and, and we would be responsible to rebuilding it somewhere else. And that was part of
our conditions and, and then of course the fence. They, they asked us that we put a vinyl fence
above our courts so, you know, when they build their residences that they'd have a fence
between there in the backyards.
VICE-CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. Just so, to clarify then your original meeting was with
the Leialii homeowners or homestead association?
MR. MATSUI: Yes, it's a newly formed, you know, they just moved in.. .
VICE-CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: The homeowners.
MR. MATSUI: Yeah, not too long, you know, about a year or so ago. So that was newly formed.
VICE-CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. So that was your initial meeting because of their protest
then.
MR. MATSUI: Right.
VICE-CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay.
MR. MATSUI: Earlier when we had filed for the EA, we had to do an Environmental Assessment, there
is a notification requirement, but at that time they weren't living there. You know it was still
being constructed so, you know, no one knew about that concern but between the time of the EA
and getting the SMA they started moving in and they started organizing. When they got the
notification that's when they voiced their concern about getting a playground.
VICE-CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. And so, just so I'm clear then that has been resolved
with the association?
MS. HORCAJO: I'd like to just add to that because our Department has been, I had two very successful
meetings with the Village of Leialii Board representatives as well as the Department of Hawaiian
Homes, and I believe that the issue of DHHL providing space for parks and playgrounds as
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they're doing their planning for their community, this project really brought that to their
attention. And because of that now, I think they're going to be moving forward and looking at
that in their planning stage, which is a positive for their communities. But we are currently
working with them in this area to look at something of their housing like Mr. Matsui had said.
We've identified a location that was identified by their community, and we will be looking at that
probably in a future budget with the County to somehow look at partnering with them to help
provide for a playground or park setting.
VICE-CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. In, in your agreement here, the License Agreement,
it. . .as, as you stated earlier that you have agreed then to put up your, your fence area between
the courts and the Phase II of Leialii. Correct? Urn. And has, has any consideration been given
to some perhaps unintended consequences like lighting? Your courts obviously are, are going to
be lit and those lampposts are quite, quite high. And then you've got a subdivision that's going
to abut right there to the, the courts, and a vinyl fence will serve very little in terms trying to
mitigate some of the, the, the bright lighting. So, has any discussions been had concerning that?
MR. MATSUI: We haven't discussed that specifically but, you know, as we're moving into the more
modern age, we've become more concerned about of the, the nuisance effect of the lights that
spill over to adjoining property. And, and so, the lights that we have now is, is pretty much
downward facing. We, we have higher poles so the angle is, is steeper so that the light bears
directly down below the poles. It's also fully shielded. So, if you go to the Lahaina courts now,
the existing courts, if you stand, you know, like, you know, as you enter that and, and you look, it
doesn't seem like the lights are on. But as you get closer you'll notice, hey, the lights are on
because there's no spillover. You know if you're like 10 feet away from the edge of the court
there's nothing, you know, it's dark.
So, you know, the state of the art has kind of resolved that problem for us, you know. In the past,
we've had lower poles so the angle is, is, you know, more horizontal so the neighbors get that
light directly into their eyes, but, you know, we've been going to higher poles. You know
initially, the poles were like 25 feet, now it's. . .some of 'em we can get it up to like 45 feet,
50 feet. So.. .
VICE-CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. So the, the area is two acres, is that, it's approximately
two acres?
MR. MATSUI: Yeah, 1.8 or so.
VICE-CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah.
CHAIR JOHNSON: If you will look it's the second proposed revised bill. It's 1.82 acres.
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VICE-CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah. And then your other reference about the Parkway itself.
So, the, the Parkway entrance as it exists today from the, in front of the post office at the
Honoapiilani intersection, the light, that is all County property going up into that.
MR. MATSUI: Yes. If you look at Exhibit A.
VICE-CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Uh-huh.
MR. MATSUI: It's pretty clear what I'm talking about.
VICE-CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. So this is what you're talking about an exchange or, for
the lands then?
MR. MATSUI: It's not an exchange. It's, it's that we would relinquish that portion from the EO. If, if
you look at Exhibit A -VICE-CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Uh-huh.
MR. MATSUI: --that shaded portion is where we're building the tennis courts.
VICE-CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Correct.
MR. MATSUI: Yeah. The white part is the existing courts. Okay. If you look, you know, the parcel is
kind of an "L" shaped parcel.
VICE-CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah. I'm looking at the roadway itself.
MR. MATSUI: Okay. There's Leialii Parkway and then there's like a trunk.
VICE-CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay.
MR. MATSUI: That, that's what they would need in order to extend Leialii Parkway to Honoapiilani
Highway.
VICE-CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay.
MR. MATSUI: And they're planning a, you know, four—lane, divided highway or a roadway, parkway.
And, and we agreed that, and that area is part of the Executive Order that was given to the
County. So, when DHHL needs to extend that, Leialii Parkway, they need to acquire that
property rights to develop that.
VICE-CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. But all the surrounding property is DHHL then?
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MR. MATSUI: Right.
VICE-CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. Okay. And, and, Madam Chair, that's the only real thing
I wanted to clarify was to, to know that there was discussions with the association of Leialii so
that they're fully aware of what's going on, and then if this is their, you know, decision then, then
that's what I will, will go with, you know, and . . . (inaudible).. .
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you. Thank you very much, Member Kaho'ohalahala. Member Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yes. Fast question. Prior to signing of the contract to start the
work, I'm assuming, not assuming but can you tell me if there were agreements already made so
that when we finalize this thing, this license, that will be the end of it in regards to the legality of
being there?
MR. MATSUI: Prior to the signing we did have the Hawaiian Homes. . .Commission approve it already.
So, you know, we just needed to do the legal paperwork and, and get it approved by the County
Council because it is an intergovernmental agreement.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: So that was before the association was ever made, ever entered?
MR. MATSUI: Um. It's kind of during, almost during that.. .
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Almost the same time.
MR. MATSUI: Yeah. Because, you know, we didn't just talk to the association. We, we had the
Hawaiian Homes staff and, and they were all aware of our discussions and, and the concerns.
And, and, and I think Tamara had said that, you know, we, we did impress upon the Commission
that there is a need for playgrounds, and they shouldn't just focus on maximizing the amount of
homes that they build but, you know, they need to provide some playgrounds. Just as in other
communities like the Paukukalo Hawaiian Homes there, there is a nice park there and
community center that is well used by that, that community.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah. Well, my only concern is that we don't start work or sign
any contracts before having any type of approval. And I, I guess this would approve that
particular agreement that was made I don't when. So, thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Are there any further questions? Member Kaho'ohalahala.
VICE-CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: When, when does this project begin?
MR. MATSUI: We just, we issued the Notice to Proceed I think it was last month. They started the
grading and the clearing.
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VICE-CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: So you started?
MR. MATSUI: The initial site work. Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Started already then?
MR. MATSUI: Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Any further questions?
VICE-CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: No other . .(inaudible).

. .

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Chairman.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Yes. Member Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. Hopefully in the future, you know, for any projects
that we have throughout Maui County that, you know, all prior approvals that is required
regarding land is obtained before signing contracts. It seems like this is after-the-fact that we're
doing it. But, you know, I'm supportive of the project. It's long time waiting, you know.
CHAIR JOHNSON: I know.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: And thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Oh, you're welcome. And I think what had ended up happening we were waiting
for some of the paperwork and the revised bills, in fact, to come forward and then we were
directly in the middle of budget. So, I think that was part of the timing of this is that when the
Notice to Proceed, obviously, we're all concerned with economic development and not slowing
anything down. And unfortunately this just happened to be one of those items that got caught up
in the whole process. So, I felt it was important to get this on right away.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Good.
CHAIR JOHNSON: So thank you. Members, if you're ready I would like to make a recommendation.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Recommendation.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Oh, because there's no one signed up to testify on this particular item, I'm going to
ask the Members if I may close public testimony on this item.
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COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you very much. Members, it's the Chair's recommendation and if you will
refer to the revised bill which was transmitted by Deputy Corporation Counsel on June 3 rd , so
that we're all on the same page, by a correspondence dated May 27, '09 from Department of
Corporation Counsel, the revised proposed bill entitled, "A Bill.. .
MR. TAGUCHI: Chair Johnson?
CHAIR JOHNSON: Excuse me. Yes.
MR. TAGUCHI: The, the most recent bill was transmitted on June 3, 2009.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Oh, okay. So that's the one and not the one that's in the notice. All right.
Members, scratch that date. . . .(coughs). . . Excuse me. All right. The revised bill was
transmitted on--and what's the date?--that's just the 3rd of June, June 3" 1 . So, are we all on that?
All right. So, it's the Chair's recommendation that we pass on to the full Council "A BILL FOR
AN ORDINANCE AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR OF THE COUNTY OF MAUI TO ENTER
INTO AN INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF
HAWAIIAN HOME LANDS, STATE OF HAWAII". The revised proposed bill deletes the
authorization for any amendments to the License Agreement No. 696. It incorporates a metes
and bounds description, Exhibit B, and the specifications of the vinyl fencing and gates to be
installed, Exhibit C. And the State of Hawaii Executive Order No. 3139, Exhibit D, is attached
to the License Agreement. So the Chair would entertain a motion.
VICE-CHAIR KAHO' OHALAHALA: So moved, Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Second.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay. I will accept the motion from Vice-Chair Kaho'ohalahala and the second by
Member Molina. Is there any further discussion on this items [sic], on this particular item? And
this also includes the filing of the item. Any further discussion? Seeing none, all those in favor
please signify by saying aye.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Are there any nays? Seeing none, the measure passes with I believe it's three
Members in attendance, the Chair votes aye. And we have one excused which would be Member
Baisa. So thank you very much. This passes on.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Four.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Or is there four?
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Four. Yeah. Four.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Oh, sorry. There's four Members in attendance. Oh, I guess I wasn't counting
myself as your Chair.
VICE-CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: You're critical you know.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Anyway, I'm critical. Yes. I'm critical of a lot of things. Anyway, we're going to
send this on to the full Council and the matter will be filed. Thank you very much, Members.
VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers
Molina,
Vice-Chair Kaho`ohalahala, and Chair Johnson.

NOES:

None.

EXC.:

Councilmember Baisa.

Pontanilla,

ABSENT: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
MOTION CARRIED
ACTION: Recommending FIRST READING of revised proposed bill, and FILING of
communication.

ITEM NO. 11: PROHIBITION OF ALCOHOL AT HONOKOWAI PARK (LAHAINA)
(C.C. No. 09-79)

CHAIR JOHNSON: Moving on to the next agenda item. And we do have public testimony in which
people would like to share their manao with us, and that is EAR-11, relating to the prohibition of
alcohol at Honokowai Park in Lahaina. The Committee is in receipt of the following County
Communication No. 09-79 from myself, relating to the matter of prohibiting alcohol within the
boundaries of Honokowai Park. On correspondence dated March 13, 2009 from
Councilmember Jo Anne Johnson, we transmitted a proposed bill entitled, "A BILL FOR AN
ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 13.04, MAUI COUNTY CODE, PROHIBITING
CONSUMPTION OF ALCOHOL AT HONOKOWAI BEACH PARK". The purpose of the
proposed bill is to prohibit the consumption of any intoxicating liquor as defined in Section
281-1, Hawaii Revised Statutes, while within the boundaries of Honokowai Beach Park, located
on Lower Honoapiilani Road, Lahaina.
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And we're also inviting at this time Captain Charles Hirata who is our Captain for the West Maui
Police Department or our West Maui branch of the Maui Police Department. So, I thank you,
Captain Hirata, for attending. Tamara, would you like to go first or would you prefer that
Captain Hirata go first? I'll leave it up to you. Ladies before gentlemen. Oh, I'm sorry. I'm
going to let public testimony. I totally skipped right over that. Sorry. We have two people
signed up to testify. The Chair apologizes. Here I was getting into the meat of the matter so
quickly. The first individual signed up to testify is Mr. Gilberto Sanchez and he will be followed
by Ms. Tasha Kama. Gilberto, you, you have as much as five minutes to give your testimony, if
you'd introduce the members who are also in attendance from your community.
. . .BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY.. .

MR. SANCHEZ: Thank you. Thank you, Chairman. My name is Gilberto Sanchez. I live in the island
of Maui for almost 19 years. I, Spanish leader . . . (inaudible). . . in Maui. And all the people you
see behind me is concerned about the parks, especially in Honokowai Park. My knowledge of all
the time when I going over there, I see a lot of people drinking all the time from the early
morning all the way to the late night. I talking about 8 o'clock, 9 o'clock to 10 o'clock in the
night drinking And in the morning, very early in the morning, they have a lot of fights. Many
problems in the community, especially where you have that playground, I concerned about the
playground. As you know you cannot go with your kid to go with the playground on that to
enjoy the playground, and you have a person over there or a group of persons drunk over there.
Churches going over there to have fun in the park. And they have different, the community
going over there is to have fun but many people is making trouble over there. And I really, really
concerned about that. The other thing is also . . . (change tape, start 1B). . . stopping the drinking
over there, also the drugs through it over there also, too. So, probably they can help in one way
or the other this, to help for the community, the whole community in Honokowai. There's no
little Spanish as they all in general. I have many people that cannot come today because for the
time and for the jobs where they have right now. They mention to me whether you can move it
maybe about 6 o'clock. They ask me. But I said that's how it's set up, that's how it is. So, that
is why I coming to talk. I'm behind them and everybody around.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you very much. Gilberto, do you want to introduce the members of your
community?
MR. SANCHEZ: Yeah, absolutely.
MR. PECINA ROSALES: Juan Pecina.
MR. SANCHEZ: That's Juan Pecina.
MS. VELASQUEZ: Adriana.
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MR. SANCHEZ: Adriana.
MS. MIRANDA: Carmen Miranda.
MR. SANCHEZ: Carmen Miranda.
MR. BALTAZAR: Jesus Baltazar.
MR. SANCHEZ: Jesus Baltazar.
MR. LEDESMA: Jose Ledesma.
MR. SANCHEZ: Jose Ledesma.
MR. FLORES: Ted Flores.
MR. SANCHEZ: Ted Flores.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you very much for, for coming Members, are there questions of
Mr. Sanchez? Seeing none, thank you very much.
MR. SANCHEZ: Thank you very much.
CHAIR JOHNSON: And I really appreciate your attendance at today's meeting. Thank you. And our
next and I believe last testifier who signed up is Ms. Tasha Kama.
MS. KAMA: Aloha, Madam Chair.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Aloha.
MS. KAMA: And Members of the Committee. Aloha.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Aloha.
MS. KAMA: My name is Tasha Kama. I am the senior pastor of the Christian Ministry Church here in
Wailuku, but today I am speaking on behalf of the Sovereign Council of the Hawaiian Home
Lands Assembly which is an assembly made up of 26 homestead associations across the State. I
just want to say thank you to the County for passing the first ordinance. And I'm really excited
to be able to be working with Tamara in helping the Leialii Villages, the homesteaders over there
move towards getting their park.
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Today, I'm here to testify in support of this new ordinance 13.04 only because I grew up in the
Paukukalo Homestead. My parents live right across the street from the park. Every weekend
you've got the whole park, the perimeter of the park, with trucks and people who drink. But we
used to have church services when we first started our church and it was kind of disturbing but,
you know, after a while you get accustomed to it. The only thing is this is the year 2009, it still
goes on. And we always made an assumption that there was a law that said you couldn't do this
in our parks. Now, if I am wrong; correct me. If I'm right; let's correct that. And so, I'm here to
support the no drinking in Honokowai.
You know the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands has regional plans for the entire State. Here
in Maui County there are three regional plans, four actually; one in Kahikinui, one for the
Upcountry Homesteads, one for the Central Maui Homestead, and there is a regional plan for
Honokowai. And I think part of that plan is to include parks in that area only because there is
Hawaiian Homelands in Honokowai that they will be developing in the future. And I think
someone mentioned that as time goes on that relationship or that partnership between County or
the Department is going to have to be solidified. So, you know, this is a really nice way to begin
it by talking about the park that you've already passed or going to pass today and then talking
about earlier working with the Villages of Leialii and be able to get their parks.
But I want to really urge this Committee to, to really, I think drinking is part of our culture but it
doesn't have to necessarily take place in our parks. Not when we want our children to go and
play and have a very safe place that's why we have parks. It's supposed to be a safe place for our
children to be able to grow and develop. And we want them not to just develop their bodies and
play but their minds in what's acceptable, what's appropriate, and what's not appropriate, and
when and where those things can occur. So, I would just continue to urge your Committee to
imua, imua on behalf of our people. Thank you.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you very much, Pastor Kama. Are there any questions? Member
Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Not a question but, hi, Tasha.
MS. KAMA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: There's three parks in Maui County that prohibit alcohol. One is
Keopuolani Park, the big one over here in Kahului. There's two in Lahaina--Kamehameha Iki
Park as well as the Malu'ulu'olele Park in Lahaina. So those three. And what we hearing today
probably is the fourth.
MS. KAMA: So, okay, so, can I assume then if you're going to pass this today that you'd include
everybody else? Can I make that assumption or no?
CHAIR JOHNSON: Uh, no, you.. .
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MS. KAMA: No. Then I gotta come back with another one for Paukukalo?
CHAIR JOHNSON: What, what we'll end up and, and just to explain part of the process is that there
was an earlier draft ordinance that would have banned drinking in parks that had playground
equipment, but there was not an overall ban on the consumption of alcohol in our parks. So,
what the Chair felt was that it was important to address each park specifically because some of
the parks it may be appropriate or more appropriate. There may not be playground equipment
there. And other parks it may be inappropriate. So, you know, we're trying to address both sides
of the issue but taking each park individually based on the circumstances with those parks. But
right now Member Pontanilla is correct -MS. KAMA: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR JOHNSON: --those are the only parks where it is illegal to consume alcohol.
MS. KAMA: Then we'll definitely be back. Thank you.
CHAIR JOHNSON: I really appreciate that. Are there any other questions? Seeing none, thank you
very much -MS. KAMA: Thank you.
CHAIR JOHNSON: --Tasha. Appreciate. Are there any other individuals who would like to testify on
this matter? Seeing none, with no objections the Chair will close public testimony at this time.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR JOHNSON: All right. Thank you. So, testimony is closed on that item.
. . .END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY.. .

CHAIR JOHNSON: Now, Tamara, if you would proceed. Thank you.
MS. HORCAJO: Thank you very much. The community and Council Members have assisted in
sharing with you the Department's position of supporting this bill on prohibition of alcohol at
Honokowai Park. As Councilmember Pontanilla pointed out, we currently have three parks in
Maui County, and to let you know that the City and County of Honolulu does have a prohibition
on drinking in their parks. Over the years, there are a few parks in our County that have
continually had complaints and concerns regarding the health and safety of other public using the
park, and Honokowai Park has been one of those parks. For the health issues, the restrooms are
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closed by 8 o'clock and the drinking sometimes continues past that point in these parks. And we
do have problems with urination in that park and that has become a health issue.
The safety issue I think was brought up a little bit here and I know that Captain Hirata is going to
bring up some other issues. But over the years, this has come to the, our attention, so we very
much would like to support this bill. And I'd like to ask Captain Hirata to give us some specific
statistics on this park.
MR. HIRATA: Good afternoon, Madam Chair, and Members. I did some research to see what the
problem is at Honokowai Park and doing, doing a search with a limited database, we came up
with a minimum of 200 to 300 cases in Honokowai Park since 2003 to 2009. Out of those plus,
200-plus cases, that being said, you have to also recognize the fact that a case doesn't necessarily
mean an incident. Because what happens is when we have what's called a call for service,
somebody calls 911, they say there's a problem down at the park, we'll go down there, respond.
If the people have already left they probably won't make a case. So, there may be a lot more
incidents then there are cases. So that, this kind of gives you an idea that, you know, 2 to
300 cases in six years is quite substantial. . .substantial.
I, I was able to break down the types of cases that we had down there to a limited amount,
concentrating on the, the cases that we, that are germane to this particular ordinance that's being
proposed. There are 22 disorderly conduct cases in those six years. These are some of the other
types of cases that we've had there: car break-ins; drinking; underage drinking; attempted sexual
assaults; assaults; promoting dangerous drugs, which is normally Crystal Methamphetamine;
promoting detrimental drugs; indecent exposure; terroristic threatening; and trespass.
I'd like to highlight one particular case. This occurred on April 25 th at 4:57, 2009, which was a
Saturday, still daylight. I'm going to read you the synopsis of this case. Complainant reported
the arrested party, holding a machete in his right hand, walked through an area where numerous
young children were playing, and yelling various profanities and threatening statements causing
alarm to multiple park patrons. I also checked the, the disposition of this party to see what his
condition was and according to the arrest report he was intoxicated. So, I think that really it
shows that there is a problem there, but what's really ironic is that you're not allowed to drink in
the parking lot but you can drink in the park. If there's any questions?
CHAIR JOHNSON: Are there, are there any questions, Members? Member Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you for that information. Why we don't include the
parking lot?
MR. HIRATA: Well there's, there's a ordinance drinking in municipal parking lot that's, that covers all
our parking lots and County parking lots. So, you can't drink in the parking lot but you can
drink in the park.
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you. I'd just like to share a comment. You know,
I used to work for the phone company and at this park we installed a brand new electronic
equipment and it didn't take more than a month to find, you know, beer cans, beer bottles, people
defecate, you know, using bathrooms out at that one location and, and it is a nuisance. It does,
you know, cause hardship, well, for me at the phone company and it costs money to do, to do the
repair and maintenance. So, thank you.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you very much. Are there any other questions? Seeing none, I just want to
personally thank both the, the Parks Director, Ms. Horcajo, as well as Captain Hirata for really
giving a good synopsis of what is going on in that particular area. I've received numerous
complaints over the years and we've met previously with members of the community and
Mr. Sanchez as well. And I think that it's really important that we address the concerns because
we do want to have safe parks. We want to have particularly in areas where there is playground
equipment and children, we want to make absolutely certain that we are not placing children in a
position where they could suffer some type of harm or other type of trauma. So that was why
this issue was brought forward. So, Members, if there's.. .
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: I get one more question.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Oh, yes. Member Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. You know hearing Captain Hirata as well as the
Parks Director, I guess we did everything we could to make this park safe. Am I right?
MR. HIRATA: Well, we've, we've actually done proactive work. We've done a lot of, we've tried to
keep the park clean. Several of the cases we're getting abandoned vehicles out of there. Just to
try to improve the quality of the park, we've gone in there and we've actually made arrests there
as well. We did surveillance of the park as well so it was pretty interesting to see several
interesting characters coming out after—hours, roaming through the park, and involved in
possible drug activity. We can't be there all the time; however, we just need the tools in order to
get the job done. It's a lot easier to, um, if you're driving by the park if you see, you know, the,
the cans and the green bottles, we, we kind of know that there's an offense going on and we can
take action. Up until now it's, you know, we. . .unfortunately, unless they're doing something
illegal other than drinking there's nothing much we can do. But if we can keep this type of
activity to a minimum hopefully that'll translate to less problems in the future.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. I just wanted the public to understand that, you
know, we're trying our best to make our parks safe and, and this is just going to add, you know,
the safety of the park use. Thank you.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you very much. Member Nishiki, did you have anything?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: . (Inaudible). . .
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CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay. And all right. Member Kaho' ohalahala.
VICE-CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah. Just because you mentioned, you know, enforceability
then do you want to comment on what this kind of ordinance does in terms of your ability to
enforce, you know?
MR. HIRATA: Well, I think once, once the ordinance is passed I believe the first thing that is going up
are signs. And once the signs go up, people are kind of, are put on notice. And, you know, some
of this, you know, I hate to say it this way, but stupid behavior occurs a lot of times because of
people being too intoxicated in a park where, where children are present. And they, they
shouldn't be subjected to that and it, it'll make it a lot easier for us to, to even ask people to
leave. We, we, you know, we're not necessarily out there to arrest everybody. So, if we can get
people to leave because they are drinking and get a warning, we can start off with the warnings.
If they're insisting that, you know, they're going to drink there then we can arrest, but it gives us
a lot more options, and it gives us more tools that we can have in our belt to take care of this
problem.
VICE-CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. And just for clarification then this is effective upon
passage then, second reading?
CHAIR JOHNSON: Staff, the effective date?
MR. TAGUCHI: The ordinance shall take effect upon its approval. So, it would be upon I believe
signature of the Mayor.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you for that clarification, Lance.
VICE-CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you. No further questions, the Chair will, oh, Member Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Sorry. Thank, thank you, Madam Chair.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Not at all.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Just one quick question for the Parks Director with regard to our
Parks Rangers. What is their role in helping to support our Department in monitoring places like
Honokowai Park this kind of behavior in drinking and so forth?
MS. HORCAJO: Our five Park Rangers that have jurisdiction over the Central, South, and West areas
have been doing a lot for prevention. And as they will be monitoring the parks, they go by the
parks. In this particular case, we do have a couple reports. If there is behavior, disorderly
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conduct or that kind of behavior, our, our Park Rangers fall back and call the police. And if we
receive calls or complaints from the community, and again we hope that we will continue to do
that to receive the complaints. . .we will be posting our Parks' phone number in all of our parks.
We're gearing up to do that now that we have the Rangers so that the first call can go to the
Rangers until 10 o'clock at night. If the Rangers feel they need backup, the Police has been a
fabulous partner for us, but we feel that we're most effective in prevention as our Rangers have
driven by and the public now know that there is enforcement out there.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you. Thank you, Madam Chair.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you very much, Member Molina. Anything further? Seeing no other
questions, the Chair would entertain a motion that we pass on to the full Council, "A BILL FOR
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 13.04, MAUI COUNTY CODE, PROHIBITING
THE CONSUMPTION OF ALCOHOL AT HONOKOWAI BEACH PARK", and the filing of
this communication would be included.
VICE-CHAIR KAHO`OHALAHALA: So moved.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Second.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Vice-Chair Kaho'ohalahala has made the second or actually moved this and the
second is from Member Pontanilla. Now, discussion. Member Nishiki, you had discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. Thank you. Years back the Council tried to pass an ordinance
eliminating drinking in all County parks but we failed. I think this is a good step for the Council.
And the reason why I speak in favor of this is because we've seen people here come with
families, and I think that there are many people in this society that choose not to have alcohol
around, choose not to be intoxicated and therefore choose this lifestyle. And I think that it would
be hurtful to them to take their children to a park and see, as Mr. Hirata has testified,
stupid-looking, intoxicated people. Secondly, when we tried to pass an ordinance the last time,
there were many young women that chose to go to County parks to go watch the sunset or to be
in meditation and be by themselves only to be hassled by drunken people. And again these
people feeling like they are not protected I think are being almost vibe(?) to not go down to the
park to watch a sunset or meditate or go down swimming to the, to the ocean. I think there is
that immediate fear amongst especially young women.
Finally, I think that having these kinds of parks where alcohol is not allowed to be consumed will
also show this community for those of them that wish to go to a park where there is no drinking
that there is going to be a park like this. And that would allow many members of, of our
community to be, to feel safe and not be around this alcohol-consuming type of groups. This is a
start and I hope to see many more parks become non-alcoholic parks, especially parks in South
Maui. Thank you.
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CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you very much. Member Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. I just want to say thank you, Member Johnson, for
bringing this thing forward. And I share the same sentiment as my colleague Mr. Nishiki. But
I'd just like to add to the Parks Department, when they put up the sign if you can take a look at
the other three parks that are also prohibited from drinking alcohol that those signs are intact
especially the one at Keopuolani Park. Thank you.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you, Member Pontanilla. Is there any further discussion? Seeing none, the
Chair will call for the vote. All those in favor please signify by saying aye.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR JOHNSON: There's no nays. Thank you very much. Members, this will go on to the full
Council, EAR-11, for consideration by the Council. Thank you very much, Members. And
thank you community. Thank you very much for coming. It's, it's because we do appreciate
your participation and this is why we're here to really help you. And thank you for helping us
and for bringing this to our attention. And thank you also to Captain Hirata for coming all the
way from Lahaina. We do appreciate it. And thank you for gathering the statistical information,
too. Thanks.
VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers
Molina,
Vice-Chair Kaho`ohalahala, and Chair Johnson.

NOES:

None.

EXC.:

Councilmember Baisa.

Pontanilla,

ABSENT: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
MOTION CARRIED
ACTION: Recommending FIRST READING of proposed bill, and FILING of
communication.

ITEM NO. 14: SEMI-ANNUAL REPORT RELATING TO PARK DEDICATIONS
(C.C. No. 09-129)

CHAIR JOHNSON: And we have, if you want to, if you want to stay Captain Hirata you're welcome
to; otherwise, if you want to brave the Pali that's fine. We have only one final item on the
agenda and that is EAR-14 which is the semi-annual report relating to park dedications. Thank
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you. Thank you again. Members, I'm going to excuse Captain Hirata and Mr. Matsui is going to
return. And I'd like to bring this to the Committee. This is just our semi, semi-annual report.
And I'd just like to have an overview be given either by the Director or by the Parks Planning.
This is County Communication No. 09-129 from the Director of Parks and Recreation,
transmitting a report entitled, "PARK DEDICATION REQUIREMENT, SEMI-ANNUAL
REPORT FOR THE PERIOD OCTOBER 1, 2008 THROUGH MARCH 31, 2009".
And this, Members, is to give us an idea of what we are getting in terms of park dedication in the
various communities so that when we do look at some of our parks issues and Capital
Improvement Projects that are moving forward you'll have a little bit better idea of how much
we're accumulating and in what areas we may have either a shortfall or actually an
overabundance. I don't think we can ever have too much money though in our parks. Anyway,
would you like to make the presentation, Tamara, or would you wish for Pat to do it?
MS. HORCAJO: Well, all questions will go to Pat regarding the report; however, it is a part of the Maui
County Code that the Department of Parks and Recreation transmit two times a year at the end of
the first and third quarters a report of our park assessment, park dedication requirements. You
can see that the report is laid out to give you the date, the date, the project area, the project name,
the number of lots, the description of the land, the sum of money for the park improvement, and
the last column here indicates this park assessment ordinance has been through, well, at this time
four different requirements for either land or monies. And that last number indicates under what
condition the property is assessed at. And if you have specific questions Pat Matsui is here.
I might, I'd like to add at this time that the park assessment ordinance has been through some
changes. And as we had mentioned last year, our Division and Department has been working on
an amendment again to this part of the Maui County Code so that the issues regarding
subdivision and park development will hopefully be. . .come to the County Council earlier, and
we do have a draft proposal that will be coming to you soon for a revision again of this particular
ordinance. Thank you.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you very much, Director Horcajo. Are there any questions? I know that
this is not a lengthy report and I'd just like you to know that I guess West Maui has the lion's
share of the money coming into our, our park funds. And I know that as part of the budget
process, Director Horcajo, we did have the totals available. It's not a necessity but I think that
what might be helpful, and this is not for this particular report, but if you have an opportunity to
maybe even just. . .so that the individuals can know in their specific district, what the new
amounts added to the existing totals, what we would have, that may be a little bit helpful too so
that people can gauge what is existing in their particular district.
MS. HORCAJO: We can request that the Department of Finance submit that information to you folks at
the same time that we are submitting this report and that might be. . .
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CHAIR JOHNSON: I think that would be really helpful. I would really appreciate it and I think also, I
see Budget Chair Pontanilla nodding his head, because then at least we know and particularly
when we're looking at specific projects within the areas. And even like DHHL for example, the
earlier issue on Villages of Leialii, if we do have additional money it's, it's certainly within the
purview of any Council Member to ask Administration for consideration of a particular park or
some new proposal within a jurisdiction. Members, do you. . .Member Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman, for this report. It's very interesting. Is
there a policy where we can borrow from one district to another?
CHAIR JOHNSON: I can imagine what you want to take it from, Mr. Pontanilla, and the answer is no.
. . . (chuckle). . . You know if there are no, you know, pressing, I think the report speaks for itself.
I think the $19.60 is self explanatory because evidently that was just, there had been previous
money transmitted and that was just a slight discrepancy that was transmitted in the Paia-Haiku,
one of those subdivisions. If there is. . .Member Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Madam Chair, just, just for the record, if the, the figures could be read
into the record -CHAIR JOHNSON: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: --for each district.
CHAIR JOHNSON: If you would just go through that. Pat, you want to do that? Then at least the
members of the public will know what's, what's being added to their existing funds?
MR. MATSUI: For Paia-Haiku, urn, $28,890 for the Honolani Subdivision which had four lots and was
a cash contribution. And then there's Masaaki Doi Subdivision, $19.60 adjustment, and then
Makawao-Pukalani-Kula, $40,275. And then the only other district was West Maui. There was
the two phases in the Makila Subdivisions; Makila Plantation Phase III, $135,257, and Makila
Ridge, $297,605. I believe some of this money was already appropriated in your 2010 Budget.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Yes, I believe it was because this is the report that comes from '08, let's see, it
covers the period from October 1 st of '08 through March 31 st of '09. Are there any questions?
Member Kaho' ohalahala.
VICE-CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: No questions, Chair, but just an observation. It becomes clear
that for these kinds of assessments usually cash becomes the preferred method. . . . (change tape,
start 2A). . . you know so I just think that that's interesting because at some point in time we're
going to be dealing with the, the fact that there is no area set aside, only, only cash. So, as a
policy perhaps we need to kind of take a look at whether or not it's more important to set aside
land than it is to just set aside cash for these needs.
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CHAIR JOHNSON: Right. And, and correct me if I'm wrong but, and this would be for you, Tamara, if
we did receive land or some type of, I guess, set-aside area that would also be included in this
report as well not just. . .or this only covering the monetary contributions?
MR. MATSUI: No, it covers the land, too.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay. Yeah.
MR. MATSUI: But then the land has to come to the Council for acceptance. So, you're going to see it
several times.
CHAIR JOHNSON: And, and I think Tamara, what, what Director Horcajo was alluding to is this
change in terms of how we receive that information, because many times we may not want cash
or we may not want a particular parcel. And so, the way that our process is set up currently it
does not lend itself to allowing the Council initial input before the Administration enters those
types of negotiations. So, I'm hoping, Vice-Chair Kaho'ohalahala, that we, we can address some
of those concerns through that measure. Members, if there are no further questions, the Chair
will first of all, without objection, there were no testifiers signed up for this item so I would close
testimony on this final item. And if there are no further questions, the Chair's recommendation
would be to file the semi-annual report relating to park dedications for the period
October 1, 2008 through March 31, 2009.
VICE-CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: No objections.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay. I, I, I would do it -VICE-CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: You did a motion?
CHAIR JOHNSON: --I, I would like it in a form of a motion.
VICE-CHAIR KAHO`OHALAHALA: So I, so move.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Second.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay. It's been moved by Vice-Chair Kaho'ohalahala and seconded by Member
Pontanilla that this item be filed. Any further discussion?
VICE-CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: No.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Seeing none, all those in favor please signify by saying aye.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
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CHAIR JOHNSON: And the Chair votes aye. There are no nays.
VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers
Molina,
Vice-Chair Kaho`ohalahala, and Chair Johnson.

NOES:

None.

EXC.:

Councilmember Baisa.

Pontanilla,

ABSENT: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
MOTION CARRIED
ACTION: Recommending FILING of communication.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you very much, Members. I really appreciate your attendance at today's
meeting. And these items will move on to the full Council for approval. I thank also the
Administration for their participation; Corporation Counsel, and our Staff. With that, are there
any announcements? Seeing none, oh, tomorrow we do have a Council meeting, yes. Yes. And
I will try to be on time. Thank you very much, Members, for your attendance. And this meeting
is adjourned. . .(gavel). . .
ADJOURN: 2:41 p.m.
APPROVED:
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HNSON, Chair
culture, and Recreation Committee
Transcribed by: Cathy Simmons
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